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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Like a naughty Easter version of The
Nightmare Before Christmas mixed with Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. . . Don t let her habit of
constantly wearing bunny ears fool you. Charlee hates Easter. And she has good reason to. So, on
the day before her 18th birthday, she wasn t expecting to meet the Easter Bunny, a person-sized
gummi egg, and a large toad. But that s what happens when she and two other teenagers are
transported to Easter Land. Charlee ponders the teenage girl made out of gummi with huge boobs,
and the teenage boy in a wheelchair with an overdeveloped upper body. A black-clad princess
informs them that they must compete to decide which of the three creatures will be the future egg
deliverer. But a mysterious man tied to a dark holiday known as SinEaster is also aware of the teens
arrival. Some say that in the days of prophesy, SinEaster will destroy Easter. Will Easter go on as
usual, or will it be cancelled this year? By the author of MachoPoni and Faerie Brace-Face.
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Prof. Lawson Stokes IV-- Prof. Lawson Stokes IV

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gustave Moore-- Gustave Moore
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